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Abstract
This study proposed to determine the most appropriate place to measure
variability in dot gain and solid ink density on a form using color control bars.
The study developed a form that entailed three GATF/SWOP, 133 line color
control bars placed strategically at the lead, middle and trail edges of the sheet.
The test set specific density standards to control to, and while these densities
were being controlled, samples were obtained that represented a typical press
run. Each of the control bar set-ups was treated as a separate press run,
allowing the press operator to change the set densities to the next control bar
once the samples were pulled.
Five samples were averaged to obtain one sample for that particular
sample set. That sample represented one of thirty for one entire press run.
Every sample's average density and dot gain was determined, as well as its
accuracy, precision, and range. A one-way analysis of variance was used to
determine difference between control bar data.
Through the statistical tools listed above, the variability in each position
of the control bars was determined. The results revealed that both the density
and dot gain positions at the trail edge for cyan, black, magenta, and yellow
were the most consistent, most precise, most accurate, as well as containing the
smallest range of data. In conclusion, based on this study, the trail edge may be
the most appropriate position on a form to consistently control a web offset
press. The data that were obtained when the middle was being controlled also




The need for quality and consistency has greatly intensified since the
beginning of the printing industry. Most recently, to meet this need, the industry
has developed a concept of how to attain quality through statistical process
control tools. Statistical process control (SPC) can give a base from which to
build a successful printed product. This approach to quality assurance has
sparked a revolutionary design concept that has been implemented in several
successful industries.
Several aspects of the field of printing lend themselves to this approach
of a controlled environment. One of the most important of these aspects is the
ability to consistently monitor the variability of solid ink density and dot gain of a
printed product. Variability exists in most processes, generating the need for
control limits. Those limits must curtail the variability of the process as it is
operating naturally, and be compatible with other factors that influence press
variation. Each process has a point at which it will vary across a desired aim
point, with the resulting product showing the upper and lower control limits of
the process. These limits entail the natural variability of the process.
Many variables can easily change the appearance of a printed product.
Dot gain, which is directly influenced by solid ink density, tends to alter an
image the most and needs to be frequently monitored. The way that the press
operator monitors this solid ink density and dot gain is through the use of a
reflection densitometer that reads color control bars placed on the printed
product. Members in industry have expressed a concern that these control bars
may, in fact, be very seldom used. One of the major reasons behind the abuse,
non-use, or misuse of control bars is cost. Other reasons include the availability
of space on the printed product, or lack thereof, and possibly ignorance on the
part of the press operator.
It has been shown through the implementation of statistical analysis that
press inconsistency can be monitored and controlled using information made
available by measurement of these control bars. A wide variety of these control
bars will give representative information on change during a press run.
However, information as to where these control bars should be located on the
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product, and to how representative this positioning is in relation to the total
variability of the solid ink density and dot gain, has not yet been determined.
What this study has focused its attention upon is positioning of these bars on the
printed form, as well as the variation of those control bars.
The assumption in this study has been that control bars are an important
means to monitor the solid ink density and dot gain of a printed product. As
pointed out in Chapters Two and Three, the factors most influential on image
quality are dot gain and solid ink density (SID). Because of this, these two
variables, and how they can be used to control a press, have been made the
focus of this study.
The purpose of this study has been to determine the most appropriate
location of these color control bars, either at the middle, lead, or trail edges of
the printed product, when assessing variability in solid ink density and dot gain.
The method of this study has allowed the press operators to bring the press to
previously determined densities, having a separate set-up at each control bar
position and controlling the press within specific density limits. For each set-up,
variability has been assessed for each of the other two uncontrolled color bars.
Statistical tools have helped to measure the performance of these changing




The theoretical basis for this study is the belief that stabilizing and
maintaining the solid ink density and dot gain on a process color printed image
using color control bars may produce a superior product. If these two factors are
not controlled, the tone reproduction of process color printed images may be
affected. Miles Southworth defines tone reproduction as "the visual and
photometric relationship of neutral grays on the original copy to the reproduced
neutral
grays."
[1] Press operators utilize the measurements of solid ink density
and dot gain from a control bar to try to reproduce this desired tone reproduction
and gray balance.
The desired tone reproduction and gray balance is, in itself, not always
an easily attainable condition, but can be controlled through the solid ink
density and dot gain information given on a control bar. According to Peter
Brehm of GCA, "Optimizing tone reproduction is usually the key to producing the
best possible black-and-white and color [2] The printing process
itself cannot be held responsible for aH reproduction problems, but through
measurable control tools, such as control bars, one can greatly reduce the
opening for error.
Several factors influence good reproduction; as outlined by Southworth,
these include "the original image, the ink, the solid ink density, the screen
ruling, the paper characteristics, the dot shape, and printing considerations
such as dot gain, doubling, slur, trapping, and
fill-in."
[3] Some pre-press
variables can be removed or greatly reduced if specific directions are taken to
measure and plot the tone reproduction through the use of the Jones Diagram.
This, in effect, can help in the control of the final printed image. More information
may be obtained about the Jones
Diagram in Appendix A.
One of the aspects of process variability is that of dot gain. "Dot gain is
the increase in the size of a halftone dot from the time it is created on the
halftone film until it is finally printed on
paper."
[4] There are two specific kinds of
dot gain, physical and optical. "Physical dot gain is an enlargement of
mechanical dot size. It can occur during the platemaking process, or during
printing if there are changes in ink and
paper characteristics or other printing
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conditions. Optical dot gain is ink on paper and its relationship with light as it
penetrates into the paper, causing some light trapping under the printed
dots."
[5] Calculations for dot gain are available using either the Murray-Davies
equation for "total dot
gain"
or the Yule-Nielsen equation for "physical dot
gain."
Both of these equations are further discussed in Appendix B. "The Murray-
Davies equation, and the modification, do not distinguish among dot gain, slur,




There are other factors that influence good reproduction, as it relates to
dot gain. At a TAGA conference in 1973, Franz Sigg reported the results of his
study showing the tone reproduction curve changing along with solid ink
density. "The higher the solid ink density printed, the more the middletone (50%
dot area) gained in
density."
[7] As one can see, SID that is out of control may
greatly affect the dot gain, as well as affecting most image's reproductions.
Paper is another variable that may affect the dot gain. "Smoother papers and
papers with coating exhibit less dot
gain."
[8] Register will also create changes;
most obvious in doubling, either increased or decreased. Doubling is "an
obvious defect in which double images of dots are printed out of register with
each other. "[9] An image can handle a degree of misregister depending on the
image's sharpness and screen ruling, but the control of doubling has been
greatly influenced by proper registration. Misregister can induce a hue shift in a
color image, thus creating an undesirable printed color image. Ink factors also
affect dot gain through a change in ink tack. "Higher tack inks and inks with
higher pigment concentration exhibit lower dot
gain."
[10]
Screen ruling can also have an effect on dot gain. As stated in the Border
Zone Theory, "if there is dot gain it will occur at the edge of the
dot."
[1 1] A study
done at RIT showed, through extensive materials testing, that "regardless of the
paper, the dot gain was only 2 percent for the 65-line screen, while the 120-line
screen was 15 percent, and the 150-line screen was 28 percent ~ proving that
as the screen ruling increases, so does the dot
gain."
[12] This information,
along with the Border Zone Theory, indicates an increase in dot gain through
higher screen ruling, more dots resulting in more dot gain.
Ink trap is another factor influencing good image reproduction. "Some of
the factors that influence ink trap include: Tack of the first-and second-down
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inks; ink film thickness of the first-and second-down inks; ink-water balance (for
Lithography) of the first-and second-down inks; time between the first and
second impressions; paper absorptivity; tack stability; paper hardness; press
speed; and ink temperature (S.D. Warren Company, 1980; Watkins,
1983)."
[13]
Any change in any of these variables may influence the reproduction of the
product. Ink trap calculations, along with a series of other calculations and
evaluations, are reviewed in Appendix B.
Shape of the halftone dots may also affect the dot gain of a printed
product. "Specific dot shapes affect the percent dot area due to dot gain in
different dot area
ranges."
[14] In other words, for specific applications and
images, dot shape may have more or less of an effect on the printed product.
Tone compression is a characteristic essential to printing. In a sense,
without tone compression, photographic images would be most difficult, if not
impossible to reproduce. "Tone compression alters the tones of the original in
such a way as to make them appear normal when reproduced, even though
they have been compressed and
reduced."
[15] The printing process is capable
of reproducing tones, on coated paper, printing a maximum 4-color range with a
maximum total density of 1.94. "Some original densities of color transparencies
can reach up to a density range of
2.70."
[16]
All of these aspects of reproduction are important and offer opportunity
for a great deal of change as the process is in operation. It can be said that if
one can control these aspects through an understandable controlling device,
the approach to producing saleable printing would be an easy task. As printers
may know, that ideal state has yet to be reached. One cannot ignore the
changing printing environment, but printers now have the capabilities and
methods to control and optimize their printing process.
One means by which to control this variable printing environment is by
taking density readings using a reflection densitometer. There are basically two
types of densitometers, reflectance and transmittance. The transmission
densitometer is mainly used for film products, while the reflection densitometer
is used for substrates such as paper. "The reflection densitometer is used to
measure the light that would normally be reflected from the surface and reach
the eye. A minimum of reflected light results in a high density because the
sample has absorbed most of the light. "[17] This densitometer is used for the
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measurement of information that enables a press operator, as well as others, to
assess variables to the printing process. "The purposes of densitometric
measurement is to compliment the visual assessment and aid in better control
of color reproduction; and also, quantitative data can be gathered and
analyzed."
[18] Through this data, one can assess needs, problems, and
changes needed to control and optimize the printing process.
The push for "inter-instrument agreement has always been a problem
when using reflection densitometers to read solid ink
densities."
[19] Recently, a
densitometer response called "Status
T"
has been implemented to be a cross
over point for inter-instrument agreement. More information on the reflectance
densitometer and the development of "Status
T"
can be seen in Appendix C.
Much of the data that can be gathered by the densitometer will provide a
great deal of useful information for process control. There is a recent interest in
the interpretation of this data received from each
processes'
variability and how
to monitor any changes taking place. This interest has developed a means by
which one can monitor that variability by the use of statistical process control
(SPC). SPC is "a systematic procedure to study any production process to
determine its normal random variability and the assignable cause(s) of the
[20] More information on SPC, Deming's philosophy of Quality
Assurance, and control procedures can be found in Appendix D.
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Chapter 3
LITERATURE REVIEW
The amount of information about the position of a color control bar on a
printed product to measure variation in dot gain and solid ink density was, to
say the least, disappointing. However, literature was available on press
variability, along with information on the press operator's influence on
variability. That discussion was an important basis of this study. Some of the
materials on solid ink density and dot gain were also important to this study.
The March, 1990 issue of Graphic Arts Monthly discussed Rochester
Institute of Technology's "Anatomy of aWeb Press
Run."
This workshop, held in
the summer of 1989, was the third annual "Conference on Quality and
Productivity in the Printing
Industry."
The workshop's goal was to demonstrate
that the press (RIT's Harris M1000B web offset press) has an inherent variability
and also to show the affects of press variables such as solid ink density and dot
gain have on the quality of the finished printed product. [1]
One of the important conclusions made during the "Anatomy of aWeb
Press
Run"
was that "pressmen tend to
'tweak'
too much. They play with color
and registration a little too
much."
[2] The press was allowed to run for 30
minutes, and after SWOP (SpecificationsWeb Offset Publication) density
standards were attained, 'without intervention from the press crew, the inherent
(or natural) variability of the press was
found."
[3] Samples were pulled every
two minutes for a total of 30 minutes, making a sample of the population
equaling 15. Although the number of samples may not have reached a
representative sampling of the press run, it did give some insight into the
variability of the press. Results from these 15 samples showed that "despite a
slight decline in solid ink density during the run, the density and dot gain of
each process color remained within the range of acceptable
deviation."
[4]
SWOP states that "Total dot gain (physical and optical) . . . using the
Murray-Davies formula, should be 24%, plus or minus 4%, as measured in the
50% target 133-line
screen."
[5] The density specifications used for the
"Anatomy of aWeb Press
Run,"






"Each has a tolerance limit of plus or minus .14 for color
printing."
[6]
After the information was obtained from the 30 minute press run, the next
task was to vary the solid ink density and observe the effects on the appearance
of the tone reproduction. The above SWOP density standards were used as a
middle point to establish some consistency. "A total of six variations were
produced, allowing Cyan, Magenta, and Yellow to run .15 above and below the
middle point densities for 10 minutes each. The press was allowed to normalize
to its middle point between each
variation."
[7]
As one might expect, changes made in solid ink density "noticeably
changed the appearance of the printed
product."
[8] These changes shown
through measurement support a "high cause-and-effect relationship between
solid ink density and dot
gain."
[9] In other words, increases in solid ink density
increases dot gain, thus affecting the tone reproduction of the finished printed
product. This information was important to the structure and layout of the
product thatwas printed and measured, and has also contributed to the
analysis and conclusions of this project. Some of the conclusions drawn from
the "Anatomy of aWeb Press
Run"
were:
"+ Natural variability exists in the printing process.
+ Variability increases when special causes are introduced
whether intentionally or not.
+ Printers can learn the capabilities of their presses and how to





A report given at Rochester Institute of Technology by the Graphic
Communications Association's (GCA) Print Properties Committee, as a part of
GCA's SPECTRUM conference, was devoted to "improved communications of
color and better coordination among the many segments involved in printing
and publishing
production."
[11] Many different aspects of printing were
discussed, but this review of related literature focused only on those parts
important to the purpose of this study.
The information that was presented by the Print Properties Committee,
which consists of industry representatives, was received from "28 presses
showing that mid-tone dot gain ranged between 20 and 40
percent."
[12] This
raised some concern over the possible causes of this wide range of dot gain.
Some of the possible causes discussed entailed: "Solid ink density, ink-film
thickness, paper, screen ruling, type of ink, doubling, slur, paper smoothness,
relative humidity of the paper, blanket hardness, ambient temperature,
overprint, blanket nip tension, plate packing, blanket packing, plate or cylinder
wear, trapping, paper thickness, paper surface efficiency, paper surface
strength, blanket thickness, press speed, and web
tension."
[13] The intent of
this study is not the explanation of these problems, but to find where to place
color control bars on a printed product to measure the least variability in solid
ink density and dot gain.
The Graphic Communications Association's approach was to study any
effects that change would have on that process's output, if the process is stable,
and what variations exist. GCA also commented that
"
the application of




Two separate press runs were employed in GCA's findings. One press
run (August) allowed for press operator intervention where needed. The second
press run (October) allowed only press makeready and standards achieved
without press operator intervention even when problems were evident.
Samples were pulled every two minutes, providing insight into the process
variation and capabilities of the press. The Materials Interaction Task Force of
the SPECTRUM conference decided that "the two response variables of




Although some information about the stability of density and dot gain was
questionably variable in some areas, these conclusions were never-the-less
made public:
"1. Variation found in solid ink density and dot gain was
significantly smaller in the press run during which the operators
were not allowed to alter the process.
2. The process capability of meeting specifications for all variables
was significantly higher in the press run during which the
operators were not allowed to alter the press.
3. Statistical process control methods can be successfully
applied to the print production
process."
[16]
The conclusions in each of these studies may show the need to control
solid ink density and dot gain. Its variability diminishes the ability of the process
to produce a product with the consistency and accuracy needed for a saleable
product. Operator intervention was shown to cause even more variability.
However, the study may not resemble an actual printing environment since
each press may have different characteristics that make it unique. This
uniqueness has demanded that the press operator consistently control his
press.
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Throughout the previous chapters, a basic assumption has been that
there is a need to monitor the variables of the printing process. Although the
variables that exist are many, there are two that have proven to be the most
significant for color control. These two variables are dot gain and solid ink
density. The placement of the control bars on the press sheet can have different
applications for different printers. For this study, the "most
appropriate"
position
will entail the control of a variable process through the minimization of those
variables.
Hypotheses
1.0 - There is no significant difference, within an alpha level of .05, in the
position of a color control bar when determining variability in solid ink density at
the lead, middle, or trail edges of a printed sheet.
1.1- This hypothesis will be tested for the cyan control patch.
1 .2 - This hypothesis will be tested for the black control patch.
1.3- This hypothesis will be tested for the magenta control patch.
1 .4 - This hypothesis will be tested for the yellow control patch.
1.5 - This hypothesis will be tested when controlled at the lead, middle
and trail edges of the printed sheet.
2.0 - There is no significant difference, within an alpha level of .05, in the
position of a color control bar when determining variability in dot gain at the
lead, middle, or trail edges of a printed sheet.
2.1 - This hypothesis will be tested for the cyan control patch.
2.2 - This hypothesis will be tested for the black control patch.
2.3 - This hypothesis will be tested for the magenta control patch.
2.4 - This hypothesis will be tested for the yellow control patch.
2.5 - This hypothesis will be tested when controlled at the lead, middle




This study has relied on two recent studies of press variability control
and statistical process control (SPC). The first was described in a report given at
Rochester Institute of Technology in 1988 by the Graphic Communications
Association's Print Properties Committee, gathered with the interest of
"improved communication of color and better coordination among the many
segments involved in printing and publishing
production."
[1] One of their most
interesting conclusions, explained in the "Review of
Literature,"
was that
"variation found in solid ink density and dot gain was significantly smaller in a
press run during which the operators were not allowed to alter the
press."
[2] In
short, too much operator interference was detrimental to the natural variability of
the press itself. The second study was presented at RIT's Conference on Quality
and Productivity in the Graphic Arts in the Summer of 1989.
Since the aim of this study was to find the most appropriate location to
measure variability in solid ink density and dot gain through the use of color
control bars, three common page positions were used. The Graphic Arts
Technical Foundation's SWOP/GATF (133 line) color control bars were placed
at the lead, middle, and trail edges of the product to be printed. This control bar
was chosen because it has an array of screened areas; thus it allows the
greatest amount of information on total dot gain changes. Typical density
patches were also available for each process color (including black). An
example of this SWOP/GATF color control bar is shown in Figure 1 .
Ft*
Figure 1 ~ SWOP/GATF Color Control Bar
Because of the design of this project, and of the proposed typical press
run, the layout of the product emulated the typical, or normal, environment.
Process color images were placed on the printed product, along with the three
color control bars. The process color images served only as a typical ink
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receptor. These process color images serve only the purpose of providing a
"real"
environment and their variability will not be assessed. One of the press
runs that is done regularly on RIT's web press is called
"ImageWorld,"
an
informative newsletter type of publication that is sent to high schools across the
country. Because of its frequency of run and its familiarity to the press crew,
images that were previously printed were re-plated and positioned so as not to
interfere with the control bars. The separations done for ImageWorld were 150
line screen. A mix of 133 line control bars and 150 line images would not be
done in a real printing environment. However, since the hue of the image was
not measured or visually determined as being variable or not variable, line
screening was not of particular importance. Images that overlapped the control
bars were masked out only in those areas that interfered with the positioned
control bars. An example of the layout used, including the position of the






















Layout of Form Used in Test
Another decision that was implemented was to print on only one side of
the coated paper. Printing on both sides may have resulted in incorrect density
information because of the backing-up of the color control bars. The paper's
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porosity and opacity differences may have caused this problem. By printing only
one side, this problem was eliminated.
For each control bar position (lead, middle, trail), the press was brought
up to previously determined specific densities, (Y 1.0, M 1.35, C 1.20, K 1.60)
and registered. Once registration and density specifications were attained, the
press operators were allowed to make changes, while maintaining densities
within .05. Press speed was set at 1200 ft/min., a typical speed used when
running ImageWorld.
Peter Brehm of GCA points out that "sampling size is critical; it must be
large enough to distinguish between variation that is inherent in the process
and special cause variation ~ random, erratic variation introduced into an
otherwise statistically stable
process."
[3] Chuck Layne of Graphic Arts Training
cautions that the information attained from these samples must be
"representative of the typical running time of a normal press run, including
representative sampling of the actual quantity being
printed."
[4] Samples were
pulled for each control bar position treated as a separate job, 10 sheets at a
time, once every 30 seconds for 15 minutes, totaling 300 sampled sheets. The
press ran at 1200 ft/min., or 37,705 impressions per hour. Sampling every 30
seconds for 15 minutes gave a representative sampling of 9,426 impressions.
Each 30 second sampling represented 314 impressions of that representative
9,426 impressions.
It is important here to mention the ratio of plate to blanket on press, as it
influenced the sampling approach. Since the ratio of plate to blanket is 2:1,
meaning two plate cylinder revolutions per one blanket cylinder revolution, the
blanket cylinder for the black printer was slightly scored to ensure that the
samples were pulled from the same side of the blanket. Five signatures of the
ten that possessed the scored mark were used. The other five samples were
discarded. Out of these remaining five samples, the average densities were
determined. The average of the five samples was used as the single sample for
that particular sampling. This was done for the lead, middle and trail edge
samples respectively, providing a total of 90 samples.
Once 90 representative samples were collected, the analysis of the data
began. If these samples were not representative, meaning the total process and
its variation is accounted for, the inferences would be unreliable. [5] The
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statistical analysis that supports this sampling size states that "The minimum
sampling size ... is 30. It requires at least this number of observations before
the pattern
"stabilizes"
and can be interpreted with
confidence."
[6] Then, "as the
sample size approaches 100, the pattern of variability shown by the data closely
approximates the pattern of the entire
population."
[7] In short, as one
approaches 100, the description of the processes variability will accurately
reflect that of the total.
The measurement of the data was done by Cosar's AutoSmart Scanning
Densitometer. This densitometer is a reflection densitometer that is capable of
reading up to 200 measurement points per minute. The component parts of this
densitometer include a system computer, a printer and optional plotter, a PC
based computer, a track ball for manual positioning, a viewing booth equipped
with standard viewing conditions, as well as the actual probe head of the
densitometer. The probe head contains the densitometer consisting of four
filters, plus a targeting lamp for the reference of spot placement. While not in
use, the probe head retreats back to its
"Home"
position. A ceramic calibration
plaque is positioned underneath the head's home position. This plaque is used
to verify the densitometer's calibration before every measurement cycle. This
densitometer is calibrated for industry-standard, Status-T response. While in
operation, this densitometer gave information regarding solid ink density and
dot gain. With this information, finding the variability in the solid ink density and
dot gain, according to the control of the lead, middle and trail edge control bars,
was attempted.
For each control bar on each sheet, the variability in density and dot gain
was determined across one control bar for the lead, middle and trail edges. It
will be important to consider the likeness and difference of the separately
controlled control bars between the other remaining 29 samples. This is where
the determination is made of whether or not there is a "most
appropriate"
position for color control bars regarding the measure of variability in solid ink
density and dot gain of a printed product. The comparison of this acquired
information about each position has supported and/or rejected the hypotheses
stated earlier. The data analysis and conclusions can be found in Chapters Six
and Seven.
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Statistical analysis was used to determine the range, average, accuracy
and the precision of these data. Accuracy consists of the average of the data
minus the aim. This aim is generally specified for a desired outcome. The
definition of range is the spread of information, or the highest reading minus the
lowest reading. Precision is defined as the upper specification limit minus the
lower specification limit divided by the upper control limit minus the lower
control limit. Any precision data that equals or exceeds 1.33 is considered to be
precise. A desired aim was set and conformed to, thus accuracy and precision
were determined. Histograms were used to describe the distribution of the data
received from the oress sheet. Also used was a control chart which shows the
stability of the process, the average, upper and lower control limits, as well as
the fluctuation of the data. In addition, a one-way analysis of variance was used
to determine any differences in data and their significance. A sample of the
approach used to determine a one-way analysis of variance is given in
Appendix D.
Conditions and limitations may influence the outcome of the printed
product. It is important to have a basic understanding of those conditions as well
as their limitations. The following information describes the printing conditions




Harris M1000B, four unit, four color, Web Offset Press
Blanket-to-blanket press
*
Reeves 2000 Plus 3Ply Compressible Blankets, all four units
*












Weyerhauser Old Coventry Coated Paper
Basis weight, 25/38, 500, 45#. Width 35".
*
Flint Heat-set inks, Black, Cyan, Magenta, Yellow
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Water cooled ink oscillators
*
Rosos KSP #500 AS M-4 Fountain solution


















Press speed 1200 ft/min.
*
Drying system - 2 Zone Tec Hot Air Dryer











The limitations that exist in this study lie in the assessment of the
variability in the position of the control bars without the determination of the
acceptance, or even the knowledge of, the variation of an image that may be
printing at thatmoment. It is, in affect, the gathering of information from the color
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control bars alone. The images and the relationship of the images to the control
of the color control bars are not determined, or even attempted. Things such as
hue will not be attributes of the copy that will have the opportunity to be given
characteristics. The press run itself (sampling and set-up) took two hours; in that
time a representative press run was attained. Only one side of the web was
printed. Since three press runs, consisting of 15 minutes each, running at 1200
ft./min. used a tremendous amount of paper, the press run had to be limited to
the availability of paper, while still allowing a total of 90 samples to be pulled.
The paper used was a 45 pound, coated stock. All materials and conditions
have been listed and were assumed to be held constant.
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The analysis of the resulting data can oe found in Tables 1
- 80.0 of
Appendix E. Throughout each of these tables, the range of data as it was
gathered for each treatment of the three control bars is listed. The information
obtained represents an example of three separate press runs consisting of a
previously specified density standard that was implemented in each case. If
each of the press run's data were compared to one another in the analysis of
data, one could develop a process capability study. But as the results show,
process capability explanations were not attempted. Specific control of the
control bars at the lead, middle and trail edges represent three separate press
runs, but in actual testing, were completed consecutively. For each treatment,
density and dot gain for cyan, black, magenta, and yellow are presented.
The approach when developing the analysis of data was to determine,
through statistical tools, which four color densities and dot gains, at separate
control points, contained the least amount of variation. The range of the data
can be assessed through the calculation of the upper density or dot gain minus
the lower density or dot gain. Range data can be meaningless unless it is
known whether or not the numbers that are being received are precise,
accurate, and show that they are, indeed, not of equal values. Therefore, values
that are not equal can be examined further, so that the amount of variability may
be assessed.
A one-way analysis of variance was used to determine if the numbers
were equal, or not equal. All data that is not rejected in Tables 77.0 to 80.0 in
Appendix E can be assumed to be of equal value, and thus, limited conclusions
can be drawn from those pieces of data.
Now that one can see what the analysis explains, those tools can now be
used to analyze the data to help explain the results. The following data will be
explained in order as they appear in the hypotheses stated in Chapter Four.
Tables 1 and 77.0 of Appendix E explain, in brief, the cyan density and
dot gain portion of the control bar as controlled and measured at the lead,
middle and trail edges of the printed sheet. Cyan density controlled at the lead
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and measured at the lead shows a wider range and a lower precision than did
the cyan controlled and measured at the middle. The precision and accuracy of
the cyan density was highest when measured at all three control bars when
controlling the middle control bar, followed by the controlled trail edge. These
data represent a relationship of controlling the press at either the middle or trail
edges, and measuring at any of the three positions, when determining variable
density in cyan density while still maintaining precision and accuracy.
The cyan dot gain portion of the control bar shows a direct relationship to
the range in cyan density when controlled at the lead and measured at any
position of the three control bars. The range in dot gain for cyan was the lowest
when measured at any control bar, controlled at either the middle or trail edges
of the printed sheet. Statistical calculations have proven the difference between
these two control bars not significant. This data represents a relationship of
controlling the press at either the middle or trail edges, and measuring any spot
to receive a less variable dot gain in the cyan portion of the printed sheet.
NOTE: Precision and accuracy for dot gain will not be calculated for any of the
four colors used because of the lack of an aim point. SWOP recommends a dot
gain aim of 24% 4% at 133 line screen ruling (SWOP, Specifications Web
Offset Publication, 1988 Edition). The data on dot gain from this experiment
ranges from 15% to 23%. These dot gain percentages are said not to be critical
when printing. Dot gain that exceeds 30% may prove to a printer that his/her
press is out of control and may be considered to be a problem. Higher than
standard dot gains would enable one to perform analysis, showing precision
and accuracy as compared to some aim point. It would be most appropriate to
have dot gains that are very similar, but in this study, that is not the case. For this
reason, precision and accuracy calculations will be omitted from all dot gain
data.
Tables 2 and 78.0 of Appendix E explain, in brief, the black density and
dot gain portion of the control bar as controlled and measured at the lead,
middle and trail edges of the printed sheet. The black portion of the lead control
bar was a victim of paper piling on the blanket, thus the results shown lack in
the supportive data needed to assess variability. Its relationship of least
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variability when controlling a press cannot be determined. However, the results
from the middle position as well as the trail position can be paired in
comparison. The range and accuracy of the black measured at the middle and
trail when controlled at the middle is reasonably good. Analysis also shows that
precision of the black control bar measured at the middle and trail, while
controlling the trail, is excellent. This data, excluding the lead edge control and
measure, represents a relationship to controlling and measuring black density
at the trail edge of the printed sheet.
The black dot gain portion of the control bar represents a direct
relationship of solid ink density to dot gain, along with the same problem of
paper piling on the blanket affecting results. Table 78.2, 78.4, and 78.6 show
how the lead edge dot gain is consistently lower than the middle and trail edge
dot gains, thus unsupported data results in inconclusive evidence. The least
variable range, excluding the lead edge control and measure, occurs equally
between control and measurement of the middle and trail edges of the printed
sheet. The control of the black dot gain at the middle and measured at the
middle and trail has been statistically shown as being equal, thus no difference
between each other. This data, excluding the lead black dot gain's control or
measurement, represents a relationship to controlling and measuring the
variability in black dot gain at either the middle or trail edges of the printed
sheet.
Tables 3 and 79.0 of Appendix E explain, in brief, the magenta density
and dot gain portion of the control bar as controlled and measured at the lead,
middle and trail edges of the printed sheet. The magenta portion of the control
bar shows a consistently high density measurement of precision measured at
all three positions when controlled at the trail edge of the printed sheet. Other
than a slightly higher density range plus a lack of precision controlled at the
middle and measured at the trail edge, the accuracy of the data is reasonably
good. This data represents a strong relationship of control and measurement of
the press for magenta density at the trail edge of the printed sheet.
The magenta dot gain portion of the control bar represents the smallest
amount of variation measured at the middle and trail, controlled at the trail,
while the second lowest range occurs at measured lead. This data represents a
strong relationship for control of the press
at the trail edge with control of the
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middle control bar as the second alternative. When control at either of these
positions is chosen, measurement at all three positions will remain reasonably
consistent.
Table 4 and 80.0 of Appendix E explain, in brief, the yellow density and
dot gain portion of the control bar as controlled and measured at the lead,
middle and trail edges of the printed sheet. The yellow density portion of the
control bar represents the highest precision and accuracy, along with an equal
or lower range, as compared to the other three colors discussed earlier. The
range is the highest controlled at the lead and measured at the lead, along with
an unacceptable number for precision. Other than these two exceptions, the
data received from the control bar for yellow density represents a strong
relationship for the control of the press at either the lead, middle, or trail edges
of the printed sheet. The range, precision, and accuracy calculations are
excellent, showing the yellow densities as containing a consistently low
variable density.
The yellow dot gain portion of the control bar represents a rise as
compared to the dot gain of the other three colors. Although the dot gain ranges
are higher, their significance may not be important. The dot gain controlled at
the middle and measured in all three positions represents the lowest range,
while the dot gain controlled at the trail and measured at all three positions
represents the second lowest range. This data shows the representation of the
lowest range in yellow dot gain occurring at the controlled middle control bar,
measured at all three locations, as being a good location to measure variability




In summary, the results were significant. Regardless of amount of
variation, be it small or large, differences have occurred. As stated in chapter
five, the density values for each color were: C - 1 .20, K - 1 .60, M - 1 .35, Y - 1 .0.
Throughout all of the Tables in Appendix E, one can see that the densities and
dot gains are varying, but are within their respective tolerances. The cyan,
magenta, and yellow inks are consistently high, but do not represent a large
change in dot gain. The black ink density values are low, and may be the most
affected by density differences in dot gain. Tables 77.0, 79.0, and 80.0 show the
higher densities and how its affecting the dot gain. However, these densities are
high, and should represent a higher dot gain. The black densities in Table 78.0
are low, but show an equal or higher dot gain in comparison to the dot gains
other three colors. This may be the reason for the higher black dot gain.
NOTE: As was stated in Chapter Six, lead black control bars were subjected to
undesirable paper piling, which affected the lead black density and dot gain
results. This unseeable problem forced the analysis of the lead edge black
density and dot gain calculations to be removed, or only used as unsupported
data. For these reasons, the determination of the black portion of the control
bars at every position may not be significant. However, the differences in the
middle position as it compares to the trail position was assessed.
Conclusions
When determining the most appropriate location to measure variability in
solid ink density and dot gain through the use of color control bars, each
hypothesis was tested to be accepted or rejected. The data gathered represents
three separate press runs when determining the cyan, black, magenta, and
yellow printed results. In this case, significant difference entails the addition of
precision, accuracy, and range along with the determination of a one-way
analysis of variance. The analysis of the data can be found in Tables 1
- 4, and
Tables 77.0 - 80.0.
Hypothesis 1.1
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Cyan densities measured at lead, middle, and trail were not
equal at control points lead, middle and trail.
Hypothesis rejected, (see Tables 1 and 77.0)




Hypothesis 1.2 Black densities measured at lead, middle, and trail were not
equal at control points lead, middle, and trail.
Hypothesis rejected, (see Tables 2 and 78.0)




Hypothesis 1.3 Magenta densities measured at lead, middle, and trail were
not equal at control points lead, middle, and trail.
Hypothesis rejected, (see Tables 3 and 79.0)






Yellow densities measured at lead, middle, and trail were
equal at control points lead, middle, and trail.
Hypothesis accepted, (see Tables 4 and 80.0)
No significant difference in position of control bar was found.
Cyan dot gain measured at lead, middle, and trail were not
equal at control points lead, middle, and trail.
Hypothesis rejected, (see Tables 1 and 77.0)
Most to least desirable position of control bar was:
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1 . Trail and Middle (tie)
2. Lead
Hypothesis 2.2 Black dot gain measured at lead, middle, and trail were not
equal at control points lead, middle, and trail.
Hypothesis rejected, (see Tables 2 and 78.0)
Most to least desirable position of control bar was:
1 . Trail and Middle (tie)
2. Lead
Hypothesis 2.3 Magenta dot gain measured at lead, middle, and trail were
not equal at control points lead, middle, and trail.
Hypothesis rejected, (see Tables 3 and 79.0)




Hypothesis 2.4 Yellow dot gain measured at lead, middle, and trail were
not equal at control points lead, middle, and trail.
Hypothesis rejected, (see Tables 4 and 80.0)




All hypotheses, except the density of yellow, were rejected as being
equal, thus showing the possibility of change occurring regardless of amount of
difference. Every aspect of every color's density and dot gain at each control bar
has been analyzed. Other than a few density and dot gain control areas being
equal between the middle and trail edges, evidence shows that the
measurement of variability in density and dot gain across the whole form should
occur when the press is controlled at the trail edge of the printed product.
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Middle control bar position may be a good second choice, with the most
evident, least desirable position for a control bar falling on the lead edge.
This study has shown that improper control bar positioning may
negatively influence the outcome of a final printed product. This outcome was
not determined by the quality of images used, but through the variation in
density and dot gain printed and controlled by press operators. Less variation in
a printed product may produce consistent quality and delighted customers. By
the use and proper placement of control bars, one may effectively and efficiently
control a press to reduce product variability.
Recommendations
As stated in Chapter Six, problems of paper piling on the black blanket
developed low density and dot gain readings, thus eliminating the position of
the lead edge for measurement. A solution to this problem would be to
"burn"
the control bars further in, toward the center of the form. This may reduce the
measurable difference of piling on the blanket.
Time and money are always factors when approaching a study such as
this one. If possible, in a research environment, it is recommended to extend the
amount of printing time for each control bar as well as the number of samples
pulled. Each press run in this study was only 15 minutes long, allowing only 30
seconds between each sampling to attain a representative number of samples.
A longer run would allow more time to pull samples and might give a slightly
different series of variable samples.
It would be interesting to see how ink trapping, registration, as well as
other print attributes, have affected the results. These press variables could also
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A Jones Diagram (named after its inventor, Lloyd Jones), is typically used
for Tone Reproduction analysis. Here is an example of a typical Jones Diagram:
Densiy ofReprodTHCtion.
Percent PrintingDot




Each of the quadrants show a desired relationship for proper tone
reproduction. In the sample given above, Quadrant 1 shows the desired
relationship between the original and the reproduction. Quadrant 4 shows the
relationship between the half-tone dot values on the film and the corresponding
printed density values (i.e. the reproduction). Quadrant 3 may be used if there
are additional images, such as half-tone positives in the reproduction system. In
most cases, Quadrant 3 is blank and only requires a 45 degree transfer line to
transfer the half-tone dot value from the x axis of Quadrant 2 to the y axis of
Quadrant 4.
To determine the negative requirements, first select any point on the
curve in Quadrant 1 . Extend a horizontal line from this point to the curve in
Quadrant 4. Next, drop a vertical line from this intersection until it touches the 45
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degree line in Quadrant 3. Extend a horizontal line from this point into Quadrant
2. Finally, drop a vertical line from the original point in Quadrant 1 until it
intersects the horizontal line in Quadrant 2. This intersection represents the
relationship between a density in the original and the half-tone negative tone
value that is needed to produce the desired reproduction of the original density.
This procedure must be repeated for several points on the tone curve in order to
characterize the tone shape of the negative.
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Dot Gain - Murray-Davies Equation
-Kfc





% Dot Gain = % Paper Dot - % Film Dot
t refers to tint density
s refers to solid ink density
These can be calculated for each process color including black. Although
for the black printer, the visual densities are used.




t and s refer to the tint and solid as above, n is a factor compensating for
the effect of internal light scattering in the paper; n depends on paper type,
screen ruling, and tint value. An n of 1.6 gives about the best physical dot area
approximation.
Process Color Ink Related Equations
Hue error = M-L The capital letters refer to
H - L the density readings through
Grayness = L the red, green, and blue filters.
H H means the highest reading,
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M means the middle reading,
Efficiency =
Trapping equations:
1-(L+M) and L means the lowest reading.
2H
yellow on cyan = G- - Cb The capitol letters
Y* refer to the ink
being measured.
yellow on magenta = F-L/ Ml The subscripts
\ indicate the filter
used for the
magenta on cyan = BL- C.
M^
measurement.
C refers to cyan
magenta on yellow = Rj- Y* R refers to red
M<, Y refers to yellow
M refers to mag.
cyan on magenta = B^- MA G refers to green
C^ B refers to blue
b refers to blue
cyan on yellow = GA- Y
v g refers to green
C/u r refers to red
Other Useful Equations




D5 D^ refers to solid ink density;
D^ refers to the density of a
a 73 % tint.
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Conversion Table: Density to % Reflectance or Transmittance
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The densitometer is easily the most important instrument for process
control in the graphic arts industry. Two basic types of densitometry are used,
reflectance and transmittance. The ratio of the amount of light available without
the sample and the amount of light received on the densitometer's photocell
with the same place indicates the reflectance or transmittance.
Reflectance = reflected light
incident light
Transmittance = transmitted light
incident light
Density is, in itself, opposite of either reflectance or transmittance. The
computations consist of:
Density = log.p I
R
Density = locu 1
T ; where T is the transmittance and R
is the reflectance. Simply stated, as light available from the sample decreases,
the density increases.
Characteristics such as paper gloss have an effect on density because of
its surface characteristics. The density may, in fact, read higher for glossy paper
because of its highly reflective surface, thus allowing smaller amounts of light to
return back to the sensor of the densitometer.
The densitometer illuminates the surface at a 45 degree angle while its
light sensitive photo-cell is at a 90 degree position. This approach is trying to
duplicate an
"observer"
view of the object.
The color sensitivity of a densitometer can be modified by the choice of
filter used in the optical light path during measurement. An unfiltered
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densitometer may be more sensitive to certain colors of an image, thus reading
incorrect densities.
The densitometer does not read color. It can measure portions of the
visible spectrum with the use of the R, G, and B filters which modify the spectral
components of the light passing through its optics to its photocell.
Status
"T"
Developed by The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) and the
International Standards Organization (ISO), "Status
T"
has developed into the
standard densitometer response needed to develop inter-instrument agreement
when using reflection densitometry.
The standard is described as the log spectral product distribution that
matches the curves printed in the standards document. The spectral product
describes the total response of an instrument including the light source, optics,
filtering, and receptor for given wavelengths. The standard states that "If the
spectral power of the influx spectrum, S, is multiplied by the spectral response,
S, of the receiver, wavelength by wavelength, spectral products are
obtained."
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1. Miles Southworth,
"Densitometry,"
Quality Control Scanner, Vol. 1, No. 2,
pp. 1-2.
2. Miles Southworth, "Aids to Quality
Control,"
Quality Control Scanner, Vol. 5,




Statistical process control is a systematic procedure to study any
production process to determine its normal random variability and the
assignable cause(s) of the variability. In order to produce a product with little or
no variation with processes that are in control, one needs to:
- Know how to analyze the process - what tools and procedures of
SPC are available and which one(s) to use.
- Determine what variables affect and alter the process in
question.
- Control the process by controlling the variables.
Deming
A philosophical undergirding of the SPC application has been
developed by Dr. W. Edward Deming, and has been proven a success.
Deming's philosophy is summarized in the 14 points listed below:
1 . Create constancy of purpose toward improvement of product and service,
with the aim to become competitive and stay in business, and to provide jobs.
2. Adopt this new philosophy.
3. Cease dependency on inspection to achieve quality.
4. End the practice of awarding business on the basis of the price tag.
5. Improve constantly.
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6. Institute training and education.
7. Institute supervision.
8. Drive out fear.
9. Break down barriers between departments.
10. Eliminate slogans.
1 1 . Eliminate work standards such as quotas.
12. Remove barriers that block pride of workmanship.
13. Institute a vigorous program of education and retraining.
14. Put company members in teams to accomplish the transformation.
Through the implementation of most of the points listed above, an
effective and profitable control system can be established.
Tools
Cause-and-effect diagram ~ illustrates the interaction of man, machine,
materials, and methods that have an effect on the outcome of any process.
Check sheets -- help identify variables and frequency of the problems.
Pareto analysis ~ based on the 80-20 rule where 80% of the quality loss can
usually be attributed to 20% of the problems. This tool tallies defects and their
occurrence, and ranks them in order. The top two or three will provide the bulk
of the unacceptable product.
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Mean - calculated by adding all the data and dividing by the total number of
pieces of data. The formula consists of:
X=Ixi
n
where: Xi = each piece of data
= summation sign (addition)
n = sample size
X = sample average
Range ~ range is calculated as:
R = Xmax - Xmin
where: R = sample range
Xmax = largest piece of sample data
Xmin = smallest piece of sample data
Population ~ a collection of all possible items of interest in a particular study.
Sample ~ a portion of the population selected to represent the entire
population.
Random samples ~ where every member of the population has an equal
likelihood of being selected.
Accuracy





the better the accuracy
Precision ~ how repeatable the process is in its output.
Total Tolerance or USL - LSL
Range UCL - LCL
where: USL and LSL are upper spec limit and lower spec limit
and: UCL and LCL are upper control limit and lower control limit
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Over 1.33, good precision
or: shorter range = better precision
Histogram ~ shows information about the pattern of variation in repetitive
production operation.
Mode ~ the most frequently occurring value in the data set.
Median ~ the middle value of the data set.
Mean ~ the average of the data set.
Standard Deviation ~ the measure of the width or
"spread"
of the distribution.
Run Charts define the average, upper and lower control limits of defined
levels of confidence for any set of data. A 3 standard deviations allow a
99.97% chance that all of your data will lie within these parameters.
One-way analysis of variance
~
n = number of samples
K = number of units using
X = Xt+X~L when determining averages where:
K X, is one sample and X, is another. Sample K can
change according to number of samples.
S^= 2( X - X,) where: S is sample standard deviation





# = jhe F value number given by charts in most statistical books that
represent a number that will reject of not reject a null hypothesis.
H0: All data are equal or from the same distribution
H, : All data are not equal or from the same
distribution
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Where: H0 = Null hypothesis
H,
= Hypothesis 1
If MSTR/MSE <_ the given F value, do not reject H
If MSTR/MSE > the given F value, reject H , accept H
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Endnotes for Appendix D
1. GCA, "QPC: An Introduction to QPC: GCA's Quality Process Commitment
Program,"
Graphic Communications Association, 1989, pp. 4-8.
2. Miles Southworth,
"SPC,"




NOTE: Y = average
Measured Lead C Densities







Measured Middle C Densities
Controlled At: Range Precision Accuracy
Lead
.27 .198 .13
Middle .04 1.700 .0867
Trail
.04 1.640 .142
Measured Trail C Densities
Controlled At: Ranqe Precision Accuracy
Lead .20 .467 .092
Middle .05 1.34 .057
Trail .09 1.00 .1297








































TABLE 1. - Densities and dot gain calculations of range, precision, and
accuracy for the cyan ink on press sheet.
Measured Lead K Densities
Controlled At: Range Precision Accuracy
Lead .11 .251 .108
Middle .21 .491 .174
Trail .10 .680 .401
Measured Middle K Densities
Controlled At: Range Precision Accuracy
Lead .12 .531 .007
Middle .19 .259 .033
Trail .03 2.070 .068
Measured Trail K Densities
Controlled At: Range Precision Accuracy
Lead .10 .588 .022
Middle .17 .259 .057
Trail .04 1.540 .089








































TABLE 2. - Densities and dot gain calculations of range, precision, and
accuracy for the black ink on press
sheet.
Measured Lead M Densities
Controlled At: Range Precision Accuracy
Lead .13 .666 .051
Middle .06 1.267 .042
Trail .04 1.949 .077
Measured Middle M Densities
Controlled At: Ranqe Precision Accuracy
Lead .17 .568 .065
Middle .04 1.626 .058
Trail .04 1.615 .090
Measured Trail M Densities
Controlled At: Range Precision Accuracy
Lead .15 .315 .088
Middle .21 .341 .084
Trail .07 1.298 .035








































TABLE 3. ~ Densities and dot gain calculations of range, precision, and
accuracy for the magenta ink on press sheet.
Measured Lead Y Densities
Controlled At: Ranqe Precision Accuracy
Lead .12 .78 .074
Middle .03 1.83 .078
Trail
.03 2.11 .083
Measured Middle Y Densities
Controlled At: Ranoe Precision Accuracy
Lead .04 1.70 .063
Middle .05 1.63 .064
Trail .04 2.10 .069
Measured Trail Y Densities
Controlled At: Range Precision Accuracy
Lead .03 2.26 .073
Middle .03 1.97 .067
Trail .04 1.85 .068








































TABLE 4. ~ Densities and dot gain calculations of range, precision, and
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TABLE 8. - Cyan dot gain measured at lead when controlled at middle.










LEAD C D AT TRAIL
Q Freq. Value
1.28 1.29 1.3 1.31 1.32
DENSITY
TABLE 9. -- Cyan density measured at lead when controlled at trail.
























TABLE 10. ~ Cyan dot gain measured at lead when controlled at trail.
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1.43 1.44 1.45 1.46 1.47 1.48 1.52 1.53 1.54
DENSITY
TABLE 11.-- Black density measured at lead when controlled at lead.
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LEAD K DG AT LEAD





TABLE 12. ~ Black dot gain measured at lead when controlled at lead.
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1 .31 1 .32 1 .33 1 .34 1 .35 1 .36 1 .42 1 .48 1 .49 1 .5 1 .51 1 .52
DENSITY
TABLE 13. -- Black density measured at lead when controlled at middle.
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TABLE 14. ~ Black dot gain measured at lead when controlled at middle.
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1.16 1.17 1.18 1.19 1.2 1.21 1.22 1.23 1.26
DENSITY
TABLE 15. - Black density measured at lead when controlled at trail.
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TABLE 16. -- Black dot gain measured at lead when controlled at trail.
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1.3 1.36 1.38 1.39 1.4 1.41 1.42 1.43
DENSITY
TABLE 17. - Magenta density measured at lead when controlled at lead.
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LEAD M D AT MIDDLE
? Freq. Value
i1 'i
1.36 1.37 1.38 1.39 1.4 1.41 1.42
DENSITY
TABLE 19. -- Magenta density measured at lead when controlled at middle.
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1.41 1.42 1.43 1.44 1.45
DENSITY
TABLE 21 . - Magenta density measured at lead when controlled at trail.
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0.97 1.06 1.07 1.08 1.09
DENSITY
fj Freq. Value
TABLE 23. ~ Yellow density measured at lead when controlled at lead.
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TABLE 24. ~ Yellow dot gain measured at lead when controlled at
lead.
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LEAD Y D AT MIDDLE
? Freq. Value
1.06 1.07 1.08 1.09
DENSITY
TABLE 25. ~ Yellow density measured at lead when controlled
at middle.
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TABLE 26. ~ Yellow dot gain measured at lead when controlled at middle.
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LEAD Y D AT TRAIL
? Freq. Value
Csl
1.07 1.08 1.09 1.1
DENSITY
TABLE 27. ~ Yellow density measured at lead when controlled at trail.
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1.09 1.29 1.3 1.31 1.32 1.33 1.34 1.35 1.36 1.71
DENSITY
TABLE 29. ~ Cyan density measured at middle when controlled at
lead.
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1.27 1.28 1.29 1.3 1.31
DENSITY
TABLE 31 . -- Cyan density measured at middle when controlled at middle.
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MIDDLE C D AT TRAIL
UCL 1.3724
Number of Sample




1.32 1.33 1.34 1.35 1.36
DENSITY
TABLE 33. ~ Cyan density measured at middle when controlled at trail.
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TABLE 34. ~ Cyan dot gain measured at middle when controlled at trail.
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TABLE 35. -- Black density measured at middle when controlled at lead.
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TABLE 36. ~ Black dot gain measured at middle when controlled at lead.
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1 .46 1 .48 1 .49 1 .5 1 .51 1 .52 1 .56 1 .61 1 .62 1 .63 1 .64 1 .65
DENSITY
TABLE 37. ~ Black density measured at middle when controlled at middle.
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TABLE 38. ~ Black dot gain measured at middle when controlled at middle.
















TABLE 39. ~ Black density measured at middle when controlled at trail.
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1.29 1.37 1.38 1.39 1.4 1.41 1.42 1.43 1.44 1.46
DENSITY
TABLE 41. ~ Magenta density measured at middle when controlled at lead.

























TABLE 42. ~ Magenta dot gain measured at middle when controlled at lead.
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MIDDLE M D AT MIDDLE
1.38 1.39 1.4 1.41 1.42
DENSITY
? Freq. Value
TABLE 43. - Magenta density measured at middle when controlled at middle.


























MIDDLE M DG AT MIDDLE
CO CO
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MIDDLE M D AT TRAIL
40
? Freq. Value
1.42 1.43 1.44 1.45 1.46
DENSITY
TABLE 45. - Magenta density measured at middle when controlled at trail.
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MIDDLE Y D AT LEAD
? Freq. Value
1.04 1.05 1.06 1.07 1.08
DENSITY
TABLE 47. ~ Yellow density measured at middle when controlled at lead.
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MIDDLE Y D AT MIDDLE
? Freq. Value
1.04 1.05 1.06 1.07 1.08 1.09
DENSITY
TABLE 49. - Yellow density measured at middle when controlled at middle.




















CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM Csl CM CM CMCMCM
DOT GAIN
TABLE 50. ~ Yellow dot gain measured at middle when controlled at middle.
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MIDDLE YD AT TRAIL
? Freq. Value
1.05 1.06 1.07 1.08
DENSITY
TABLE 51. ~ Yellow density measured at middle when controlled at trail.
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1.13 1.26 1.27 1.28 1.29 1.3 1.31 1.32
1.33
DENSITY
TABLE 53. ~ Cyan density measured at trail when
controlled at lead.
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CO CO








TABLE 54. ~ Cyan dot gain measured at trail when controlled at lead.
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TRAIL C D AT MIDDLE
Q Freq. Value
1.22 1.24 1.25 1.26 1.27
DENSITY
TABLE 55. - Cyan density measured at trail when controlled at middle.
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TRAIL C D AT TRAIL
xO
? Freq. Value
1.31 1.32 1.33 1.34 1.35 1.4
DENSITY
TABLE 57. - Cyan density measured at trail when controlled at trail.
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TRAIL C DG AT TRAIL
CO CO
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DOT GAIN
TABLE 58. ~ Cyan dot gain measured at trail when controlled at trail.
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1.53 1.54 1.55 1.56 1.57 1.58 1.59 1.6 1.61 1.62 1.63
DENSITY
TABLE 59. ~ Black density measured at trail when controlled at
lead.
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TABLE 60. ~ Black dot gain measured at trail when controlled at lead.
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1.45 1.46 1.47 1.48 1.49 1.52 1.58 1.59 1.6 1.61 1.62
DENSITY
TABLE 61 . -- Black density measured at trail when controlled at middle.
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TABLE 62. - Black dot gain measured at trail when controlled at middle.
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1.49 1.5 1.51 1.52 1.53
DENSTIY
? Freq. Value
TABLE 63. ~ Black density measured at trail when controlled at
trail.
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TABLE 64. ~ Black dot gain measured at trail when controlled at trail.
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TABLE 65. - Magenta density measured at trail when controlled at
lead.
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TABLE 66. - Magenta dot gain measured at trail when controlled at lead.
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TABLE 67. - Magenta density measured at trail when controlled at middle.
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1.35 1.36 1.37 1.38 1.39 1.4 1.42
DENSITY
TABLE 69. ~ Magenta density measured at trail when controlled at
trail.
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TABLE 70. - Magenta dot gain measured at trail when controlled at trail.
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TRAIL Y D AT LEAD
I 1
1.06 1.07 1.08 1.09
DENSITY
? Freq. Value
TABLE 71. ~ Yellow density measured at trail when controlled at lead.
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TRAIL Y DG AT LEAD
DOT GAIN
30 - J





































TRAIL Y D AT MIDDLE
fj Freq. Value
1.05 1.06 1.07 1.08
DENSITY
TABLE 73. ~ Yellow density measured at trail when controlled at middle.
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TABLE 74. ~ Yellow dot gain measured at trail when controlled at middle.
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Xi 1.287 1.330 1.292
Si .0481 .0854 .0362
L-M REJECTED 5.771
L-T NOT REJECTED .207
M-T REJECTED 5.037
77.1. - Cyan D. control/lead.
MIDDLE




xT 1.253 1.287 1.257
Sc .0099 .0099 .0126
L-M REJECTED 176.939
L-T NOT REJECTED 1.8706
M-T REJECTED 105.222
77.3. - Cyan D. control/middle.
TRAIL
C-D




"55 1.302 1.342 1.330










xL 17.23 20.05 20.22
S; .960 .918 .879
L-M REJECTED 135.214
L-T REJECTED 158.32
M-T NOT REJECTED .5367
77.2. - Cyan D.G. control/lead.
MIDDLE
C-DG




Xi 16.933 19.607 19.58
% .4452 .4626 .4374
L-M REJECTED 520.398
L-T REJECTED 539.631
M-T NOT REJECTED .05396
77.4. - Cyan D.G. control/middle i_
TRAIL
C-DG






Sj .592 .496 .488
L-M REJECTED 417.167
L-T REJECTED 396.745
M-T NOT REJECTED .502
77.5. - Cyan D. control/trail. 77.6.
- Cyan D.G. controlArail.
TABLE 77.0.~Calculations of one-way analysis of variance for printed cyan.
LEAD
K-D




Xi 1.492 1.593 1.578
% .043 .032 .029
L-M REJECTED 106.25
L-T REJECTED 82.23
M-T NOT REJECTED 3.62
78. 1 . - Black D. control/lead.

























% 1.426 1.567 1.543
Si .0832 .0653 .0652
L-M REJECTED 53.317
L-T REJECTED 36.726















Xi 17.433 22.61 23.25




78.2. - Black D.G. control/lead.
MDDLE
K-DG




X 16.01 21.17 21.44
S; .7834 1.2078 1.362
L-M REJECTED 385.413
L-T REJECTED 358.406
M-T NOT REJECTED .6599
78.4. - Black D.G. control/middle.
TRAIL
K-DG









M-T NOT REJECTED .094
78.5. - Black D. control/trail. 78.6.
- Black D.G. control/trail.








x7 1.401 1.415 1.262





79.1. - Magenta D. control/lead
MDDLE
MO




>Q 1.393 1.409 1.266




79.3. - Magenta D. control/middle.
TRAIL
M-D




xi 1.427 1.441 1.386










xL 23.58 24.133 21.833




79.2. - Magenta D.G. control/lead.
MDDLE
MDG




xi 23.55 23.90 21.173
S; .55132 .7668 .7446
L-M REJECTED 4.120
L-T REJECTED 1 97.47
M-T REJECTED 195.29
79.5. - Magenta D. control/trail.
79.4. - Magenta D.G. control/middle.
TRAIL
M-DG




\ 23.407 24.11 20.783




79.6. - Magenta D.G. a3ntrol/tra il.
TABLE 79.0.~Calculations of one-way analysis of variance for printed magenta.
LEAD
Y-D




x, 1.074 1.0633 1.073






80.1. - Yellow D. control/lead.
MDDLE
V-D




Xi 1.078 1.0643 1.068
Si .00925 .0104 .00858
L-M REJECTED 29.08
L-T REJECTED 18.86
M-T NOT REJECTED 2.26
80.3. - Yellow D. control/middle.
TRAIL
Y-D




xL 1.0833 1.069 1.0683
% .00802 .00803 .00913
L-M REJECTED 47.67
L-T REJECTED 45.73
M-T NOT REJECTED .0988
LEAD
Y-DG




% 23.847 23.497 22.017
SL .9369 1.157 2.131
L-M NOT REJECTED 1.66
L-T REJECTED 18.54
M-T REJECTED 11.18
80.2. - Yellow D.G. control/lead.
MDDLE
Y-DG




xi 23.84 23.50 21.147




80.4. - Yellow D.G. control/middle.
TRAIL
Y-DG




xi 23.04 23.103 20.837
Sd .7398 .8134 .7859
L-M NOT REJECTED .09849
L-T REJECTED 124.99
M-T REJECTED 120.42
80.5. - Yellow D. control/trail. 80.6.
- Yellow D.G. control/trail.
TABLE 80.0.-Calculations of one-way analysis of variance for printed yellow.
